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In one of the earlier essays in this department, we discussed a number of acronyms all having to do with system design, and all having the form “x-centered design.” The purpose of that essay was to demonstrate a broad framework within which to understand human-centered computing (HCC), and also to show the various convergences and divergences of the communities of practice that have introduced their own x-centered-design designations. Among them are learner-centered design, client-centered design, designer-centered design, decision-centered design, and work-oriented design.

Using a concept map, that essay converged on the things that the x-centered-design designations have in common:

- A shared goal: The creation of technologies to enhance humans. This is, of course, what HCC is all about.
- Shared methods (cognitive field research and psychosocial evaluation). This gives HCC a methodology to anchor the creation of intelligent systems in the empirics of cognitive work.
- Shared focus on the high-level or “macrocognitive” processes that define cognitive work, processes such as situation assessment, re-planning, problem detection, and decision making.

It comes as little surprise that since the publication of that essay, even more acronyms have been put forth, as individuals and organizations struggle to make their ideas and contributions have an impact.

Our purpose in this follow-up essay is to present an alternative view. To extend the soup metaphor from that earlier essay, what we seek to do here is clarify the broth and pick out the meaty bits. In this alternative view, we don’t focus on historical origins of the x-centered-design designations in disciplines, or on the counterclaims and clashes of communities of practice. Rather, we take a functional approach, in which we don’t regard designing monolithically as a single activity. As in the first of the soup essays, we use a diagram.

**Design**

The research group at the Industrial Design-StudioLab (ID-StudioLab) of Delft University of Technology studies designers and design activities. It develops new methods, techniques, and tools to support design, including its own design processes. The researchers sometimes found it difficult to express what the ID-StudioLab was all about. In caricature, an unguarded moment could deliver, “We study how designers design in order to design methods to improve design.” Responses included: “So, is what you do research, or is it design?” “Are you just designing for yourself?” and “Huh?”

These confusions arise often in discussions in this field. Short words such as “designer,” “user,” and “research” carry too many common connotations and denotations to be sufficient in themselves. Thus, ID-StudioLab created a diagram to depict the functional process of design and the lab’s particular approach. The diagram iterated from a simple one into a larger one, as more and...
more issues and questions seemed to fit neatly into it. The end result is a sketch of the terrain that designers inhabit, a sketch that invites the viewer to look for parallels, similarities, and differences.

Figure 1 presents the final diagram, called the metadesign diagram. (Readers can contact the first author to download a poster-format high-resolution version.) The diagram is not a strict or precise graph; it is a sketch to aid thinking about the functional relations among many roles and goals. For example, it was not easy to concretize or symbolize the “product” of the “philosopher.” The calculator in that position now is perhaps silly, but a better concept just didn’t turn up. The calculator, like the other icons, has the value of being point-at-able, and it serves our purposes largely by its place in the diagram.

Working through the Diagram

Toward the center of the diagram is the product designer (cartoonishly identified by the beret) who uses tools (exemplified by the pencil, which stands for a variety of tools such as brainstorms, CAD, user studies, and so on) to create consumer products (the mixer).

The design techniques group at the ID-StudioLab deals with developing new “pencils” on the basis of understanding how designers do designing. The tools that the ID-StudioLab uses for this are design methods for conceiving and prototyping, and research methods for studying designing and evaluating the new concept tools. So the product designers are the tool designers’ users, in the same way that the consumer who uses the mixer is the product designer’s user. This parallel shows why the diagram refers to metadesign—that is, design applied to design.

The diagram is built on two principles: First, it makes sense to use the words “designer” and “user” to refer to roles relative to a specific product. These form a triad of designer makes product for user: <designer, product, user>. A common source of confusion in talking about design is that many discussions use the term “designer” to refer to a particular person with a particular professional education, in expressions such as, “designers are not users.” Here we take “designer” and “user” to be people’s roles with respect to a product or tool.1,6 The diagram distinguishes several roles (such as product designer, tool designer, and consumer); none of these is called just “designer,” but each of them plays a designing role with regard to the product to its right in the diagram. The diagram’s second principle is that these designer and user roles can be extended and repeated on metalevels; and these “steps” (activities at many levels) can be repeated a few times, while still making sense.

With these basic ideas in mind, let’s walk through the levels of the diagram. Starting first at the “product designer,” the triad here is eproduct designer, mixer, consumer>. Moving downwards, the level below shows that the consumer is not just a
passive receiver, but uses the mixer as a tool for preparing a meal (itself a designing activity), which may be used by a host <consumer, meal, host> to entertain his guests <host, party, guests>.

We can also work upward. We have already described how the ID-StudioLab provides new tools for designers, and this introduces the triad <tool designer, pencil, product designer>. In developing tools for design work, researchers use standard research and design methods, but they have to adapt them as well. This puts researchers in the role of adjusting (redesigning) their methods—for example, determining whether or how to use statistics or modeling and how to evaluate findings. This doesn’t stop with using statistics handbooks as dictates and recipes; occasionally researchers make excursions into such fundamental questions as, “What is creativity?” “How exactly do we weigh proof?” and “How do we set the balance between relevance and validity?” Such questions touch upon the metaphysics of thinking. For this designing activity, we reserve a higher level, <philosopher, concepts, methodologist>.

The levels are an exercise in ordering thought, but they don’t have the strict definition of a house built of bricks. We aren’t claiming that there are exactly six levels, or that the separations can always be clearly made. Earlier, we used scare quotes around the word “steps” because all the activities in the diagram are parallel. But the diagram does help to position some phenomena, call out the parallels, and clarify some misunderstandings that may be due to subtle shifts between levels. The diagram’s visual form lets us see and point to elements about which we must be clear. Here are a few things that the levels can express.

Attention to Systems, Context, and Cultures

In the past decade, there has emerged a “contextualist” consensus that designers don’t design objects to be used in a vacuum, or to be used for an isolated technical function. In designing at the level of meanings for users, designers must take into account the situation in which the product is to be used, including the other tools and products in the domain (a mixer is used in a kitchen, together with a bowl and close to an electrical socket), the cultural values and needs that reign there, and the purposes (toward a lower metalevel, perhaps).

The relation between user and designer has changed over the past decades, in terms of who informs, who creates, and who decides. In user-centered design (UCD), consideration of the user’s abilities, needs, and values are key to the definition of the new product. This was a step beyond classic “technology push,” in which considerations of user and use were secondary. In the piece of the metadesign diagram reproduced in Figure 2, UCD is depicted as a thin arrow, indicating that the designer takes in information about the user, the task, and other tools involved before and during the time that product creation (thick arrow) takes place. The user’s role may be that of either a passive object (observed, for example, with ethnographic techniques) or an active participant (taking part in a focus group, for example, or being interviewed).

With contextual design and context mapping, the designer takes into account a broader scope of factors about the user’s environment, again with the user either passive or active. With co-creation, or participatory design, the user not only informs the designer but closely interacts with the designer (double thin arrows), and participates not just in describing the current situation or future needs, but in the actual generation of the new product.

Even close colleagues can differ in their opinions about which players should take which roles, but our jargon does not help us to be explicit about what we mean; being able to mark these roles helps to achieve clarity.

Specific Knowledge

At each different level there is specific knowledge (symbolized in the metadesign diagram by the books on the left). For instance, one expects the methodologist and academic researchers to come with relevant disciplinary theory, but the consumer’s cooking activities also employ specific knowledge.

Values and Culture Differ across Levels

We’ve mentioned differences in consumer cultures; the divide between design and research is similar.
Researchers and designers typically look for different things in a piece of research; they place different emphases on internal validity (truth) versus external validity (relevance). Distinguishing the levels of metadesign may help to clarify misunderstandings—for example, when two parties in a discussion are missing each other’s point because they employ values from different contexts or levels.

**Everyone Is a Designer in Some Things**

In the last few years, the idea of “eman-cipating the user” has received attention, and design researchers, consumer activists, and corporate campaigns (such as Ikea’s) have pointed out that everybody has creative abilities. In relation to the metadesign diagram, this would mean that at every level we see people create tools with the purpose of being used or enjoyed by others or themselves. The user-consumer is not just a passive digester of products. But when we focus on a single level, we tend to attribute less creativity and complexity to the levels above and below. Seeing users as passive digesters can be as wrong as seeing methods specialists as uncreative rulebook follow- ers. The metadesign diagram helps us remain aware of that.

**Importance of Ethnography to Design**

Ethnography is closely tied to the attention to context mentioned earlier. All the confusion which led us to make the diagram arose when we started to apply ethnographic and contextual techniques in studying the way designers work in design studios. Then we were acting as designers, researchers, and users at the same time. Things became easier when we also inserted these ethnographic techniques in the educational program in industrial design, for then the research is aimed at consumers in general, and the results given to designers. In the last few years, the means to study or involve the users intensively in design are becoming popular, both in design education and in industrial practice.

**Reflective Practice and Education**

Donald Schön introduced the notion of the reflective practitioner to design theory, indicating that professionals acquire expertise by reflecting on the actions they take. In design education, the implication is that a design student doesn’t just learn the tools and techniques as strict procedures to execute as a computer would, but develops an awareness on a higher level (in the diagram, the tool developer level), so that he can later adapt and refine the methods according to shifting needs of the situation and growing personal skills. The reflective practitioner rises one level higher (Figure 3).

**Participatory Design**

Since the 1980s, the field or community of practice of participatory design has gained many advocates. This approach gives the user a more prominent role in the design process. Whereas earlier theories considered users unable to rise above their level of use, the participatory design movement proclaims that by giving users appropriate tools and training, they can become experts in their domain who can contribute on a par with other professionals in the design process. These tools and training serve, as it were, to make them reflective practitioners.

**Metadesign and Intelligent Systems**

All of the levels in the metadesign diagram are about people acting, and this gives rise to many similarities across levels. We might mention the computer as a particular similarity: as computer technology has become more broadly intelligent, the computer is the “tool” used by people at all levels. But by reason of this very growth in intelligence capabilities, we don’t include the computer in the metadesign diagram because the computer has become the thinking person’s ubiquitous tool.

If we use Miller’s law (that people can manage 7 ± 2 pieces of information in correct serial order in their short-term memory) to teach design students not to overload computer menus with too many items, shouldn’t we apply the same principle to the way we design theories, including theories of design? The designers and researchers themselves also have limited mental capabilities, and the theories are their tools. Of course scientists do pay attention to this, calling upon Occam’s razor or aesthetic principles to make theories manageable. But it would be worthwhile to train computer scientists involved in creating our design tools to devote more explicit attention to use-centered considerations.

Seeing that the “designer” at the different levels is a role—not an individual or a profession—may
help us realize how most of us shift among the levels (Figure 4). Still, some of us feel most comfortable at one level and spend most of our time there, while others specialize at another level. But each of us should understand the levels, and be able to bridge with others across the levels. We must teach our students to work across and between levels, and we must remember, ourselves, where we and others are.
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